
The author of CAPRS Report 11-016025 Supplement #6 was Officer 13.43 Officer 
reported that AP2/Pa e was lying on the ground swinging his arms with closed fists and kic ng 
his feet. Officer 13.43 delivered an open hand strike to Page's face, which had no affect on Page. 
Officer 13.43 en delivered a knee strike to Page's upper leg area and delivered several strikes to 
Page's torso using his left hand. As assisting officers arrived, officers were eventually able to 
take Page into custody. 

13.43 

The authors of CAPRS Report 11-016025 Supplement #1 and #3 were Officers Mark Suchta and 
Christopher Tucker respectively. Officers Suchta and Tucker reported that they did not use force 
against AP2/Page. 

Officer Suchta described his actions in supplement #1 against AP2/Page as pain complying 
actions. Officer Suchta used joint manipulation on AP2/Page by placing Page's right hand in a 
"gooseneck" position until officers were able to handcuff Page. 

Officer Tucker did not participate during the apprehension process of AP2/Page. Officer Tucker 
observed AP2/Page running away from the incident target address and continued to drive his 
marked squad in the direction of the foot pursuit. Officer Tucker then dropped off his partner, 
Officer Bartholomew, who continued to pursue Page on foot. Officer Tucker continued driving 
his marked squad to be in a position to assist on the foot pursuit with Page when he learned that 
officers took Page into custody. Officer Tucker stated that he did not enter a force report and he 
does not have any idea how an officer entered a force report on his behalf with the electronic 
signature of Officer 13.43 - Personnel Data regarding CCN 11-016025. 

This investigator reviewed the Supervisor's Force Review completed by Sergeant David 
Robinson regarding CCN 11-016025. Sergeant Robinson received information from all of the 
reporting officers who have used force against AP2/Page and made the determination that all 
force used against AP2/Page appeared to be reasonable and within MPD policy. 

This investigator contacted Hennepin County Sergeant Scott Larson and obtained a copy of the 
HCJ Sally Port Intake video with audio from January 18, 2011 regarding AP2/Page's medical 
refusal into HCJ. The video shows HCJ personnel request that the HCJ Nurse evaluate 
AP2/Page's injuries prior to entry into the Sally Port. The HCJ Nurse briefly observes 
AP2/Page's injuries and refuses AP2/Page's entry into HCJ prior to receiving medical treatment. 

The HCJ Sally Port Intake video recorded at 7:31:20 of the video, the HCJ staff first observes 
AP2/Page and immediately stops his entry into HCJ until seen by the HCJ Nurse. At 7:32:05 of 
the video, the HCJ Nurse briefly observed AP2/Page and immediately passed (refused) Page's 
entry into HCJ. At 7:32:15, HCJ staff asked MPD officers if they were coming back. MPD 
Officers responded "probably not." At 7:32:27, HCJ staff commented, "oh my God, could you 
believe they would bring him here like that." At 7:33:51, HCJ staff discussed the injury of 
AP2/Page as a possible "shattered eye socket." 
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wing CAPRS Re • ort 11-016025 supplements 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 from Officers Suchta, 
, Tucker, 13.43 13.43 and Bartholomew respectively, the reported use of force 

against AP2/Page, did not appear to be reasonable. After reviewing the HCJ Sally Port Intake 
surveillance video, HCJ staff verbally described, with their comments, the injuries sustained by 
AP2/Page to appear to be more severe than what officers indicated in CAPRS Report 11-016025. 
This investigator proceeded with this investigation and conducted interviews with AP2/Page, 
O'shea Officers 

and Brandon Bartholomew. 13.43 
13.43 - Personnel Data 

Case Statements 

Statement of: O'Shea Page 

On January 18, 2011 at approximately 1815 hours, O'shea Page was in the front yard of 3215 
Fremont Ave N. Page stated that he observed Minneapolis Police Officers approaching 3215 
Fremont Ave N and did not know why they were coming. Page stated that because he had a 
probation warrant he took off running away from 3215 Fremont Ave N as Minneapolis Police 
Officers were arriving. Page stated that he immediately knew Minneapolis Police Officers were 
pursuing him on foot after he took off running away from 3215 Fremont Ave N because he 
observed Minneapolis police Squad Cars. Page stated that the squad cars attempted to run him 
over as he continued to run away from the officers. Page stated that he did not stop running 
because it was his intention to "get away" because of his warrant. 

Page stated that when he was running away from officers, he did not run up and over a snow 
bank in front of 3201 Girard Ave N and fall onto the ground. Page stated that his face did not 
strike the ground. Page stated that he did not strike a tree while running away from officers. 

Pursuing officers caught up to Page and attempted to gain control of Page. Page stated that there 
were four or five officers present at that time. Page stated that officers were giving him verbal 
commands to place his hands behind his back and to stop resisting officers' efforts to control 
him. Page stated that he did obey officers' verbal commands. 

At this time, officers were combining their efforts in an attempt to gain control of Page. Page 
stated that just prior to officers combining their efforts to gain control of him; Page was laying 
on his stomach with his hands already behind his back. Page stated that the officers did not 
know where he was located. Page then called out to the police to inform the officers of his 
location. Page stated that he laid on the ground on his stomach with his hands behind his back 
prior to the first officer's arrival. 

Page stated that the first officer to arrive at his location exited the squad car that was chasing 
him. The officer from the squad car approached Page while he was laying on his stomach, 
placed his knee on Page's back and handcuffed Page. Page stated that he was looking up at that 
time and observed three or four more officers approaching his location. 
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Page stated that the initial officer that placed his knee on Page's back and handcuffed Page, that 
officer pushed Page's head into approximately three feet of snow and automatically said stop 
resisting. Page stated that he was trying to turn his head to the side in order to get a gasp of air. 
Page stated that he was already handcuffed and the same officer pushed Page's head back into 
the three feet of snow and then began kicking Page in his head and ribs while saying to Page 
"stop resisting." 

More officers arrived at Page's location and according to Page began assaulting him. Page stated 
that officers kicked him in his head, jaw and ribs. Page was not sure if it was one officer or 
multiple officers kicking him, but stated that the kicker kicked Page on the top of his head and 
the left side of his face. Page stated that the kicks he received to his head and face felt as if the 
kicker used the toe or heal of his foot. Page stated that the kicker did not stomp his head. The 
kicker used a kicking motion. Page stated that the kicks felt like the kicking officer was wearing 
steel toe boots. 

Page stated that during this incident he blacked out. Page stated that officers kicked him in the 
head approximately five to six times before he blacked out. Page stated that that does not 
include the kicks that officers' directed toward his body to include his ribs and stomach. Page 
stated that from what he could recall, all of the strikes against his head and body were from foot 
strikes. Page did not recall any strikes from hands, knees, etc. 

Page stated that all of the injuries that he received were a result of officers' actions. Page stated 
that there were no other factors that could have caused any of the injuries that he received on 
January 18, 2011 at approximately 1815 hours. 

Page stated that officers recovered a Boost Mobile cellular phone and $1842.00 dollars in cash 
from his person. Page stated that officers did not recover any narcotics from his person. 

Page stated that he did not recall any Sergeant or Officer at the incident scene that may have 
spoke to him nor did officers ask him if he needed medical attention. Page stated that he lost 
consciousness at the incident scene and did not regain consciousness until he arrived at the 
Hennepin County Jail (HCJ). 

Page stated that after HCJ staff refused him, officers transported him to the Hennepin County 
Medical Center (HCMC). Page stated that a HCMC nurse asked officers what had happened to 
Page and officers replied that Page tripped, fell and ran into a tree. The nurse then asked Page 
what had happened and Page informed the nurse that the officers beat him up. At that point, the 
officers looked at each other and then looked at Page and walked out of the room. - According to 
Page, at that time, the officers left and did not return. 

Page stated that the HCMC nurse took pictures of his injuries and HCMC admitted Page into the 
hospital on January 18, 2011 at approximately 1900 hours. Page stated that HCMC did not 
discharge him from HCMC until approximately 0400 hours on January 19, 2011. . 

Page stated that officers issued him a citation for "Fleeing on Foot." 
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Statement of: Witness Officer Mark Suchta 

Officer Mark Suchta stated that on January 18, 2011 at approximately 1815 hours, he was 
securing the rear perimeter of the target address located at 3215 Fremont Ave N. As MPD 1280 
approached 3215 Fremont Ave N, Officer Suchta heard people yelling that there was a runner. 
Officer Suchta observed a black male, later identified as AP2/Page, running away from 3215 
Fremont Ave N. Officer Suchta believed that he saw one officer chasing AP2/Page and at that 
time decided to break the perimeter and join the foot pursuit. Officer Suchta stated that he was 
sure that the pursuing officer was Officer Brandon Bartholomew. 

Officer Suchta stated that he had to run across an open lot filled with snow near an apartment 
complex where officers apprehended AP2/Page. Officer Suchta stated that by the time he 
arrived at the location where officers apprehended AP2/Page; officers had taken AP2/Page to the 
ground and were fighting with Page for approximately ten seconds. Officer Suchta stated that 
the officers that were present at that time were Officers Bartholomew, 13.43 13.43 and 
himself to make four officers total. 

Officer Suchta stated that prior to arriving at the apprehension location, he could not recall if one 
officer or multiple officers were yelling verbal commands to AP2/Page to surrender his hands to 
officers. Officer Suchta stated that the other officers were on top of AP2/Page giving him 
repetitive verbal commands to put his hands behind his back. Officer Suchta stated that he 
observed AP2/Page digging for his waistband. At this time, Officer Suchta placed his knees on 
AP2/Page's back. Officer Suchta grabbed AP2/Page's right hand and placed his right hand in a 
gooseneck position for pain compliance. 

Officer Suchta stated that Officer Bartholomew was on AP2/Page's back as well. Officer Suchta 
stated that he yelled at Officer Bartholomew to get Page's left hand. The entire time AP2/Page 
was resisting officers' attempts to control his hands. Officer Suchta stated that Officer 
Bartholomew had a difficult time getting AP2/Page's left hand behind his back. Eventually, 
Officers Suchta and Bartholomew were able to get both of Page's hands behind his back and 
were able to handcuff him. Officer Suchta stated that once he grabbed AP2/Page's right hand, he 
never lost control of it. 

Officer Suchta stated that no officers that were present used OC spray or a taser in an attempt to 
gain compliance from AP2/Page. Officer Suchta stated that the communication between officers 
present at the apprehension location of AP2/Page consisted of himself instructing Officer 
Bartholomew to get control of AP2/Page's left hand in order to get Page handcuffed. 

Officer Suchta stated that he only recalls himself controlling AP2/Page's right arm, Officer 
Bartholomew controlling Page's left arm and Officer 13.43 controlling Page's head during his 
engagement with AP2/Page. Officer Suchta stated that A '2/Page's actions consisted of Page 
attempting to pull his arms away from officers resisting officers' attempts to control him. 

Officer Suchta stated that he did not observe Officer Bartholomew kick AP2/Page in the head. 
Officer Suchta stated that Officer Bartholomew must have kicked AP2/Page prior to his arrival at 
Page's apprehension location. 
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